ON TAP
CRISP AND BRIGHT

BUD LIGHT •

PALE LAGER

16oz $3.50

• 4.2% • St. Louis, MO

Bud Light is brewed with a malt and hops ratio different from Budweiser for a distinctively crisp taste with fewer calories.

MILLER LITE •

PALE LAGER

16oz $3.50

• 4.2% • Milwaukee, WI

This carefully crafted pilsner uses the finest ingredients and brewing techniques to ensure rich, full-bodied beer taste at
only 96 calories.

COORS LIGHT •

PALE LAGER

16oz $3.50

• 4.2% • Milwaukee, WI

First, aged (lagered) below freezing to give our beer its crisp taste. Then it’s filtered cold so that it gets that brilliant, bright
appearance.

MODELO ESPECIAL •

PALE LAGER

16oz $5

• 4.4% • Anáhuac, México DF

A pilsner-style lager whose original recipe was first brewed in Mexico in 1925, under the vision to create a ‘model’ beer.

STELLA ARTOIS •

PALE LAGER

13.5oz $6

• 5.2% • Leuven, Belgium

Premium European lager of noble traditions that is still brewed using natural ingredients in the same processes of mixing
and fermentation used in the old days.

KROMBACHER PILS •

PILSNER

23oz $6

• 4.8% • North Rhine-Westphalia

With Krombacher Pils you enjoy a distinctive, finely bitter taste and a full-flavored aroma – this is a genuine premium
pilsner beer.

GUINNESS BLONDE AMERICAN LAGER •

• 5% • St James's Gate, Dublin

PREMIUM LAGER

16oz $6

A crisp, refreshing-tasting beer with a rich, delicious flavor. Brewed with famous Guinness yeast and Mosaic and
Willamette American hops.
HOPPY

350 MOON STOMPER •

AMERICAN PALE ALE

• 5.4% • Tinley Park, IL

16oz $6

Pale Ale with Centennial, Crystal & Mosaic Hops

TWO BROTHERS PINBALL •

AMERICAN PALE ALE

16oz $6

• 5.4%

From the moment Pinball is shot out of the can, this Pale Ale takes your taste buds on a flavorful ride.

GOOSE ISLAND OLD MAN GRUMPY •

AMERICAN PALE ALE

• 5.5% • Chicago, IL

16oz $6

Simple pale ale brewed with two-row and caramel malt. Kettle hops are Cascade and Chinook.

BRICKSTONE-APA •

AMERICAN PALE ALE

• 6.3% • Bourbonnais, IL

16oz $6

Deep Golden in color, made with light carmel malts, hopped with loads of amarillo hops with a slight citrus flavor, then dry
hopped for 4 days for a plentiful aroma.

NEW BELGIUM ACCUMULATION WHITE IPA •

IPA

• 6.2% • Fort Collins, CO

16oz $6

Brewing a white IPA was not only a way to salute the white beauty falling from the sky, but a direct revolt to the
longstanding tradition of brewing dark beers.

NOON WHISTLE HOP PRISM LAZER YELLOW •

IPA

• 6.4% • Lombard, IL

16oz $7

With aromas of passion fruit, lemon, grapefruit and pine coming from the abundance of Mosaic, Simcoe & Falconer's Flight
hops, this India Pale is bright and clean with a classic hop-forward finish that leaves you coming back for another si.

REVOLUTION ANTI-HERO IPA •

IPA

16oz $6

• 6.5% • Chicago, IL

An American hop assault for all the ambivalent warriors who get the girl in the end.

BALLAST POINT GRAPEFRUIT SCULPIN •

IPA

• 7% • San Diego, CA

16oz $7

Sculpin’s unique flavor added with the tart freshness of grapefruit, perfectly complements this IPA’s citrusy hop character.
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REVOLUTION NORTHWEST HERO •

IPA

16oz $7

• 7% • Chicago, IL

IPA brewed to showcase the dank aroma hop varieties grown in the Pacific Northwest, including Columbus, Chinook,
Centennial, Cascade and Warrior.

LAGUNITAS A LITTLE SUMPIN' SUMPIN' •

IPA

16oz $6

• 7.5% • Petaluma, CA

Way smooth and silky with a nice wheaty-esque-ish-ness. Just the little sumpin’ sumpin’ we all need to kick Summer into
full swing! Ingredients: Hops, Malt, Hops, Hops, Yeast, Hops, Water, and Hops.

CHURCH STREET Q-STREET •

BELGIAN IPA

16oz $7

• 6.3% • Itasca, IL

Brewed in collaboration with Q101 WKQX
TOASTED AND NUTTY

CRYSTAL LAKE FOX ROCKER •

AMBER ALE

16oz $7

• 6% • Crystal Lake, IL

Soaring solos of caramel malt sweetness are accompanied by restrained notes of American hop spice, building to a crisp,
clean finish.

SMITHWICK'S PALE ALE •

IRISH RED ALE

16oz $6

• 4.5% • Parliament St, Kilkenny

Amarillo hops deliver grassy and piney hop characters, while the Pale Ale malt has hints of biscuit and caramel.

FORGE QUIET MAN •

IRISH RED ALE

16oz $6

• 5.6% • Dekalb, IL

A burst of sweet and toasty maltiness up front with a light hint of hops on the finish. Medium body and very drinkable.
DARK AND ROASTED

GUINNESS •

DRY STOUT

16oz $6

• 4.2% • Dublin, Ireland

Rich and creamy. Distinctively black. Velvety in its finish. This iconic beer is defined by harmony.

CITY LIGHTS COCONUT PORTER •

PORTER

16oz $6

• 5.5% • Milwaukee, WI

Lip-smacking hints of coffee and chocolate readily move across the tongue, as the dark body gives up its aromatic coconut
roastedness.

POLLYANNA ELEANOR •

PORTER

16oz $6

• 6.8% • Lemont, IL

This beer is heavy on the rich, dark chocolates with lots of caramelized raisins and caramel, but perfectly balanced with a
distinct coffee flavor.
FRUITY AND SPICY

ALLAGASH WHITE •

WITBIER

16oz $6

• 5% • Portland, ME

Brewed with a generous portion of wheat and spiced with coriander and Curaçao orange peel, this beer is fruity, refreshing
and slightly cloudy in appearance.

SAM ADAMS COLD SNAP •

WITBIER

16oz $6

• 5.3% • Boston, MA

The crisp character of this lively unfiltered White Ale gets a kick from a bright blend of spring spices.

BLUE MOON BELGIAN STYLE WHEAT •

WITBIER

16oz $5

• 5.4% • Denver, CO

Brewed with oats for creaminess and spiced with the perfect combination of orange peel for subtle sweetness.

THREE FLOYDS GUMBALL HEAD •

WHEAT ALE

16oz $7

• 5.6% • Munster, IN

An American wheat beer with a refreshing, crisp citrus finish. This delicious session beer is brewed with boatloads of
Amarillo hops.

ANGRY ORCHARD CRISP APPLE CIDER •

CIDER

16oz $6

• 5% • Cincinnati, OH

A balance of sweetness and bright acidity from apples and dryness of traditional cider making, resulting in a refreshing hard
cider with crisp apple flavor.
STRONG AND BOOZY

LEXINGTON KENTUCKY BOURBON BARREL ALE •

AMERICAN STRONG ALE

• 8.2% • Lexington, KY

13oz $8

Aged in bourbon barrels, this beer has subtle yet familiar flavors of vanilla and oak.
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